
Addition mission 
Activity 1 

Focus of activity: Adding pairs of 3-digit numbers using expanded addition. 

Working together: conceptual understanding 
• Explain that today we’re going to be adding pairs of 3-digit numbers using expanded addition.
• Write 247 + 431. Roughly predict what the answer will be.
• First, we need to partition the numbers into 100s, 10s and 1s. What does the 2 stand for? Take

chn’s answers and if correct write 200 and so on as below, ensuring that the 100s, 10s and 1s
columns are clearly lined up. As you write, explain the importance of the columns being very
clearly lined up into 100s, 10s and 1s.

   200   40  7  
+ 400   30   1

• The next step is to leave a space before we draw our lines for the totals, so that we have a space
to write any extra tens or hundreds. Model this as below.

   200   40  7 
+ 400   30   1

• Now we do the addition. First, we add the 1s together. Take answers and write 8 beneath the line
in the 1s column.

• Repeat for the 10s. Which column has the 10s? Write 70 beneath the line in the 10s column.
• Repeat for the 100s and write 600 beneath the line.
• What total does this give us?  We have 600 and 70 and 8. When we put these together we have

…?  Take answers. If they can’t work out the answer is 678, model putting the 3-digit number
together using place value cards.

• Repeat for 627 + 164. When adding 7 and 4, explain that we need to write the extra 10 in the 10s
column, under the other 10s in the spare row we left. Explain that you can then add this extra 10
when you add the other 10s.

627 + 164  600    20    7 
+ 100    60    4

  10 
  700   90    1 

• Next we add the 10s together, not forgetting that extra 10. Explain that we write the extra 10
above the line to ensure that it is easily seen, so not forgotten when we add the 10s up. Ask a
child to add the 60, and 20, and the extra 10, reminding the chn that we can start with the 60
first as it is the largest number in the 10s column and addition can be done in any order. Where
do we write the answer? Write 90 in the 10s column of the answer box.

• Add the 100s and make sure chn know where to write the answer.
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• We have our partitioned answer. What is the answer when it’s put back together? Again model
with place value cards if necessary.

• Repeat for 368 + 474. This time an extra 10 and an extra 100 are added. Make sure chn know
where to write the extra 100, and add it to the other 100s.

Up for a challenge?  
Write 367 + 456. Look at this addition, how can you spot if you will need to write an extra 10 or 100?  

Now it’s the children’s turn: 
• Chn work in pairs together, so that they can discuss the addition, but record on their own

sheet (see child sheet).
• As you move around the group, ask chn to roughly predict what the answer will be before

they begin the addition. Ensure chn understand where to write the extra 10 and 100 when
necessary. When writing their own additions, ensure that they have left space above the
answer box for the extra 10s and 100s. Ask chn to predict if they think they will need an extra
10 or 100.

S-t-r-e-t-c-h:
If chn cope well, give them an addition of a pair of 3-digit numbers where you get a 4-digit answer
e.g. 748 + 574. Where should we write the 1000?
What is the 4-digit answer when we put 1000, 300, 20 and 2 together?

Things to remember 
We have been using expanded addition, where we partition the 3-digit numbers first, as this helps us 
to understand the value of each digit. We must remember to leave a line above the answer box for 
any extra 10s and 100s.  Ask chn why we add the 1s first rather than the 100s. Discuss how if we add 
the 100s first, we may end up with an extra 100 when we add the 10s and so need to alter the 
answer we have written in the 100s column. The same could happen when we add the 1s, as we 
might need to write an extra 10 in the 10s column. Say that it's good to roughly predict the answer, 
as then this might alert us to a mistake in our addition.  
You may want to add something that has emerged from the activity. This may refer to 
misconceptions or mistakes made. 

Resources 
• 100s, 10s and 1s place value

cards
• Practice sheet (see child

sheet)

Outcomes 
1. Chn can add pairs of 3-digit numbers using expanded
addition (answers less than 1000).
2. Chn begin to add pairs of 3-digit numbers which give 4-
digit answers.
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Addition mission 
Activity 1

Work in pairs

600   20   7
100   60   4
          10
700   90   1 791

Learning outcomes:
• I can add pairs of 3-digit numbers using expanded addition (answers less than 1000).
• I am beginning to add pairs of 3-digit numbers which give 4-digit answers.

Things you will need:
• Practice sheet
• A pencil
• Place value cards (optional)

What to do:

• Discuss and predict each addition together.
Write your answers on your own sheets.
Use expanded addition method to work out
your answers.

• Make sure you have left a space above the
answer lines so that you have somewhere to
to write the extra 10 and 100 if necessary.
Predict together if you think you will need
an extra 10 or 100 each time.

• Remember to start by adding the 1s on the
right, then the 10s in the middle and finally
the 100s on the left.

• Write the whole number answer at the side.

• Some numbers are partitioned for you to
start with to remind you how to do it.
But in the others you need to remember
how to partition and lay out the expanded
addition yourselves.

• Good luck, you’re on an addition mission!

+

627 + 164

S-t-r-e-t-c-h:
Work out the answer to 748 + 574. The 100s come to more than 1000. 
Where will you write the 1000? What is the 4-digit answer?  
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Addition mission 
Activity 1

400   80   2

200   80   6+

482 + 286 =

600   50   4

200   60   8+

654 + 268 =

+

287 + 642 =

+

749 + 244 =

+

385 + 247 =

+

387 + 327 =

+

258 + 584 =
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Sums of money 
Activity 2

Focus of activity: Using expanded addition to add amounts of money. 

Working together: conceptual understanding 
• Give each child a written addition grid (see child instructions Week 2 Activity 1) and a pot of £1,

10p and 1p coins, preferably real.
• Ask them to use £1, 10p and 1p coins to make £4.28 in the first row and £2.37 in the next row.
• Explain that you are going to add these two amounts of money, beginning with the pennies. Ask

chn to move the two sets of pennies to the bottom row. How many pennies? 15. We can swap
ten pennies for a 10p coin. Ask them to do this, and put the 10p coin under the other 10p coins.
They then move all the 10p coins to the bottom row. Do we have enough to swap 10p for £1? No.
Next they add the pounds. How much money do we have altogether?

• Show how we can use the expanded written addition method for the same calculation:

   £4  20p  8p 
+ £2       30p     7p

.  10p  .

  £6   60p   5p    £6.65 

• Point out that we start by adding the 1ps first, in case we end up with a 10p to be added to the
other 10ps.

• Repeat with £3.85 + £2.62, first asking chn to make the amounts with coins, add the pennies,
then 10ps then £1s. This time chn will be able to swap ten 10p coins for £1 coin, and place it
under the other £1 coins.
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• Record the expanded addition layout for this calculation.

   £3  80p  5p 
+ £2       60p     2p

. £1 .

  £6   40p   7p    £6.47 

• Use the expanded layout to work through the steps in adding £6.47 and £5.29. This time when
chn add the pound they will get £11.

• Write £5.25 + £4.36 and £5.75 + £4.42. One of these additions will give us an answer of less than
£10 and one will give an answer of more than £10. Ask chn to discuss which is which and how
they know. For example, they may see that the total number of pence is less than £1 in the first
but more than £1 in the second. Or they may spot that the two 10ps and five 10ps in the first
don’t give an extra pound but seven 10ps and four 10ps in the second sum do, which means they
will write an extra £1 under the other pounds.

• Ask half the group to work out the first addition and the other half of the group to work out the
second. Remind them to leave a line for any extra £1s or 10ps.

Up for a challenge?  
Write the following additions: £4.21 + £3.09; £5.82 + £3.64; £7.15 + £2.31. Ask chn to estimate 
answers to each, to the nearest pound. How did they do this? Suggest rounding each amount to the 
nearest pound. 

Now it’s the children’s turn: 
• Chn choose at least four additions to work out. Challenge them to find one addition with an

answer of less than £5, one between £5 and £10 and one with an answer of more than £10.
• Go round the group and mark their additions as they do them, e.g. initially after two

examples. Remind them to leave a line for any extra £1s or 10ps.

S-t-r-e-t-c-h:
If chn cope well, ask them to write two amounts with a total of exactly £10. No zeros are allowed!

Things to remember 
Remember that we start by adding the pennies first. If we add the pounds, then the 10ps, then the 
pennies, we may find we have an extra 10p to add, so have to go and add the 10ps again, or have an 
extra pound to add when we add the 10p so have to alter that total – that would be annoying! 
Challenge chn to think of an addition where they would get an extra 10p AND an extra £1 to write in 
the next columns.   
You may want to add something that has emerged from the activity. This may refer to 
misconceptions or mistakes made. 

Resources 
• Written addition grids (see child

instructions Week 2 Activity 1)
• Pots of £1, 10p and 1p coins,

preferably real

Outcomes 
1. Chn can use expanded addition to add amounts of

money.
2. Chn begin to estimate totals.
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Sums of money 
Activity 2

Work in pairs

Things you will need:
• A pencil

What to do:

• Choose at least four additions to work out.

• Try to include:

º   one addition with an answer of less than £5

º   one with an answer between £5 and £10

º   one with an answer greater than £10.

• Remember to leave a line for any extra £1s or 10ps.

£4.28 + £3.36 £3.81 + £1.74 

£3.29 + £1.17 £4.85 + £2.76

£5.82 + £4.32 £6.34 + £5.23 

£2.75 + £2.89 £2.45 + £1.82

£4   20p   8p
£3   30p   6p
       10p
£7   60p   4p £7.64

+

Learning outcomes:
• I can use expanded addition to add amounts of money.
• I am beginning to estimate totals.

S-t-r-e-t-c-h:
Write two amounts with a total of exactly £10. No zeros are allowed!
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DVD decisions 
Activity 3

Focus of activity: Using counting up (Frog) to calculate change from £10. 

Working together: conceptual understanding 
• Sketch a line from £0 to £10, as long as you can on a large piece of paper. Mark on each whole

pound.
• Show chn a range of DVDs with price labels £7.83, £5.45 and £8.76.
• Take one of them, e.g. £7.83. Ask a child to mark this price on the money line. Do others agree?
• Let’s pretend you buy this DVD. Cross out the sections of line from 0 to £7.83. This is what the

DVD costs. Point to the section between £7.83 and £10. This is the change we would get. We’re
going to use Frog to help us to work out the change.

• Remind chn that Frog hops to the next 10s number, and in this case, that is £7.90. Draw a mark
and a hop labelled 7p from £7.83 to £7.90. We can always use our number bonds to work out the
size of this first hop. Where will frog hop to next? Draw a hop labelled 10p from £7.90 to £8. Now
he can jump straight to £10. Draw a jump labelled £2.

• Ask chn to look at Frog’s hops and jump and say the total amount of change from £10 (£2.17).
• Repeat for another DVD.
• Take the last DVD, e.g. £8.76. We’re going to sketch our own number line jotting for this one.

Show chn how we can draw a line from £8.76 to £10, as we don’t need the section from 0 to
£8.76. Where will Frog hop to first? How big is that hop? And next? And then? (Most chn will
probably hop from £8.76 to £8.80, then to £9, then £10. But if they are quick in finding pairs to
100, some may hop from £8.76 straight to £9.) So what is the change from £10?

Up for a challenge?  
If we had £20 we could buy two of these DVDs. Which would you buy? Together use expanded 
written addition to find the total. Next draw a number line jotting to find the change from £20. 
Sketch a bar model diagram to show this, e.g. 

£8.76 £8.80 £9 £10 

4p 20p £1 

£20 
£8.76 ? £5.45 
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Now it’s the children’s turn: 
• Chn choose at least five DVDs to ‘buy’, and find the change from £10.
• Go round the group and mark their jottings as they do them, e.g. initially after two examples.

Make sure that they are remembering to add up their hops and jumps to find the change
each time.

S-t-r-e-t-c-h:
If chn cope well, ask them to choose two DVDs, find the total, and then the change from £20.

Things to remember 
Remember that we can use Frog to find change. He hops to the next 10p, to the next pound, then to 
£10. Explain that before electronic tills, many shopkeepers would use this method to work out the 
change to give to customers.   
You may want to add something that has emerged from the activity. This may refer to 
misconceptions or mistakes made. 

Resources 
• Ten DVDs with price labels

£7.83, £5.45 and £8.76, and
other prices under £10 (with
different numbers of pence).

Outcomes 
1. Chn can use counting up (Frog) to find the change from

£10.
2. Chn begin to add two items and find the change from

£20.
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Things you will need:
• DVDs with price labels
• A pencil

What to do:

• Look at the seven DVDs. Which would you like to watch?
Choose a DVD you would like to buy.

• Use Frog to help you to work out the change from £10.
Draw a number line jotting starting at the price and ending at £10.
Think where Frog will hop to on the way. Remember to add up your hops and
jumps at the end!

• Write the cost of the DVD and the change from £10.

• Choose at least four other DVDs and do the same.

1p        30p      £4

£5.69    £5.70 £6    £10

DVD costs £5.69. The change from £10 is...

DVD decisions 
Activity 3

Learning outcomes:
• I can use Frog to find the change from £10.
• I am beginning to add two items and find the change from £20.

S-t-r-e-t-c-h:
Choose two DVDs. Find the total. Now find the change from £20.
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DVD decisions 
Activity 3

The 
great 
sweet
robbery

The princess
and the 
pie

Beauty and the feast

£5.69   £6.90      £9.99

£4.45   £7.76       £3.21 

   £6.20 

The Bat in 
the hat

Melted

The jelly

Giant

Hotel 
Pencil-vania
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